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This is a comprehensive colour atlas and gui de to all the surfing locations in Europe. It includes a

dir ectory of the European surf industry, and gives detailed wat er quality and environmental notes '
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This book proved to be a very valuable resource of valid and accurate information pertaining to surf

spots I have visited last summer in Europe. I surfed northern denmark and germany, and even

though these are not very common surf spots, the book had information about spots, and it was a

great help. This book not only attempts to provide information on the surf-quality of the particular

spot, it also gives a little bit of insight in the surf culture of the area and other information and tips

that might not seen obvious at first glance but does prove to be very interesting and worth reading.

Unlike atravel agent's brochure it is very unbiased and allows surfers to travel "their way". In

Planning my surf trip to France nex summer, this book gave me a place for reference and also

allowed me to "float" around in it, checking out this spot or another. The thousands of photographs

give the spots a face, making the book not only informational but also very entertaining to read. It

lets the reader dream of a perfect vacation and then proves a very valuable tool to realize that

dream and turn it into a reality.

This is the most awesome book on surfing Europe imaginable, covering all the best spots (and then

some) from Scotland to Italy, from the Azores to Germany, and everywhere inbetween! Surf in

Amsterdam? You betcha! It also includes Morocco. It is full of incredibly professional high-tech,



accurate maps, pictures, write-ups, and gauges a variety of conditions for each spot- such as water

temp, crowd factor, quality of wave, direction wave breaks, power of wave, ocean (break) bottom,

what sort of rubber you'll need, etc. Since you'll notice that  is often out of stock on this, or that it

takes '3-5- weeks for delivery', I recommend surfing to .com's UK site (.com.uk) and ordering

directly from them in England- you'll pay a little more for shipping, but they usually have it in stock

and you'll be sure to get your copy sooner. This is thee Surf Bible of Europe!

I really dig checking out all these surf spots and thinking someday I might use the loads of

information they provide to score a good session.

You will find anythin' in here but limited to Europe... : waves theory, advices, spots with maps and

directions, meteo. Most of spots can be visited and the surfing possibilities that are described in

here will be enough to fill anyone's surfing life!
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